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Innovation born of tradition.
Frederick J French founded the company in 1895. After his death in 1947 the company has been owned and
managed by “hands-on” directors working full-time in the business and incorporating the values of a family
firm.
We believe in forming long-term relationships with our clients based on the principles of co-operation and
teamwork. We believe in providing a quality product and, on a more practical level, we employ a core of
highly skilled craftsmen. We train our apprentices to our own high standards.
Since 1748, Villeroy & Boch has ceaselessly advanced its culture of innovation, turning visions into reality.
See for yourself the amazingly innovative ideas rendered in ceramic, acrylic and Quaryl® for your bathroom.
Be enchanted and inspired by these impressive collections. Revel in the anticipation of your new retreat
bathroom right from the moment you start choosing your products.
Do you want to lend a special style to your bathroom? Whatever your desires may be, Villeroy & Boch offers
everything you need for your dream bathroom. Whether clear-cut, timelessly elegant or romantic, you will
instantly fall in love with the decorative collections from Villeroy & Boch.
Plan your dream bathroom with your favourite Villeroy & Boch collection
Whether you choose a Subway 2.0 washbasin with a minimalist sophisticated design or a stylish Square
Edge 12 bath – design your dream bathroom with high-quality sanitary ware from your favourite Villeroy &
Boch collection using our Virtual Reality bathroom design service. Select your bathroom design for relaxing
moments.
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VILLEROY AND BOCH
LEGATO
Unique, both day and night
A bathroom as unique as your style
Clearly defined and timelessly modern, Legato is now a complete bathroom collection of uniform elegance
for sophisticated tastes. Linear ceramics perfectly complement the expressive design of this successful
furniture range. The washbasin is a particular feature, with its almost floating effect, visible both day and
night thanks to optional LED lighting. The spacious, handle less Legato furniture also creates new design
scope, including the new wood decors of “Nordic Oak” and “Arizona Oak”, as well as the trendy grey shades
of “Truffle Grey” and “Soft Grey”.

LED lighting and bevelled edges - impressively clear forms
Clever details such as integrated LED lighting and the bevelled edges create the impression that the Legato
countertop is actually floating. The handle-free fronts underline the elegant design which allows plenty of
scope for individualisation thanks to the large number of front colours available. The furniture in this
collection radiates sophisticated elegance and is suitable for combining in many different ways - both with
the Legato vanity washbasins and various other surface-mounted washbasins

.
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AVENTO
My Lifestyle.
•
Show your bathroom in a favourable light
Surprisingly fresh design, amazingly practical and excellent value for money. Avento has everything that a
modern bathroom requires - and plenty more! In addition to a perfect look, the new Villeroy & Boch
bathroom collection sports some very practical features - from the trendy furniture programme with its acrylic
glass fronts in four colours that offers lots of storage space to the modern ceramics with their light
appearance and the rimless DirectFlush toilet for optimum hygiene. And all this with a great selection of
sizes that caters for smaller bathrooms or guest bathrooms, too.
Modern, delicate design
The washbasin's special appeal stems from its elegant look and the soft contours of the inner basin. New
materials such as acrylic glass, in a choice of four colours and with a champagne-coloured trim, lend the
modern furniture a certain je ne sais quoi.
Contemporary and functional
The Avento washbasins are available in numerous sizes from 45 – 100 cm and therefore ideal when space
is at a premium, e.g. in niches and for guest bathrooms. The compact, wall-mounted toilet in a lightweight
look, with its innovative DirectFlush technology ensures fast cleaning.
The Avento furniture is not just modern and light in appearance, it's also extremely practical and provides
lots of storage space.
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FINION
Achieve your aspirations
Puristic design meets sophisticated technology
Where else can you showcase your individual style more impressively than in your own bathroom?
Finion's puristic filigree design gives you the freedom to express your personality. Its sophisticated
outlines create a luxurious and relaxing atmosphere, evoking a high quality of life. With premium
materials such as TitanCeram ceramic, versatile furniture lending itself to a wide range of combinations
and clever features, the designer Patrick Frey is setting new standards for aesthetics and well being

Create the perfect look in your bathroom
A mirror illuminated from all sides, illuminated shelves and even a shimmering glow from under the bath:
carefully placed lighting elements give your Finion bath a very artistic illuminated effect, with all the
charm of an atmospheric city scene. From the furniture to the bath or mirror, different direct and indirect
light sources create an extremely relaxing atmosphere in the bathroom - transforming it into a perfect
haven of well-being. The continuously dimmable lights can be operated easily by remote control and act
as a stylish design feature
Well-being has never been so exciting
This design object is a real eye-catcher. Precise edges and filigree side walls make the freestanding
Quaryl® bath a spectacular feature in the bathroom. Optional decorative strips are colour-coordinated
with the push-to-open valve and water inlet in stylish metallic shades, emphasising the puristic shapes
and, together with over 200 panel colours, opening up greater scope to express your personality.
Another novel feature is the optional Emotion function which makes the bath appear to float on a
pedestal of light. These atmospheric light effects will turn your bathroom into your own personal wellbeing oasis.
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VENTICELLO
Design the perfect line

Perfect lines for the bathroom
Venticello bathroom ceramics are the straightforward answer to individual questions about perfect
functionality in the bathroom. Villeroy & Boch has the expertise to produce ceramics with an extremely highquality finish. The fine cabinet sinks combine design and function: a rib height of approximately 18 mm lends
the ceramics a light and elegant appearance and the sink depth of 120 mm means no compromises need to
be made in terms of functionality. The three toilets are equipped with DirectFlush technology and are quick
and easy to clean thanks to the rimless design. With Venticello, bathrooms benefit from a modern slimline
design that is high on functionality.
A hint of weightlessness
The weightless design of the bathroom furniture is determined by its lines and thin edges, while its carefully
conceived functionality ensures reliability. In addition to reflecting the very latest trends in bathroom design,
the Venticello range can also be used to reflect the homeowner’s individual wishes with regard to design.
What is more, the furniture in the collection is also available in a wide variety of sizes and colours. The
Venticello vanity units can be supplied in heights of 42 and 59 cm and are available with a single drawer or
two drawers in a 1/3 and 2/3 configuration. Their lightweight aesthetic and functional interior symbolise
creative living and intelligent use of every space.
The lightness of quintessentially modern design
The winning aesthetic of the Venticello Collection is expressed in the precision of a fine language of form.
Asymmetrical cabinet sinks, generous shelves, a surface-mounted sink with semi-fitted appearance and flat
toilet seats in various designs are just some of the highlights of a perfect design that effortlessly fulfils the
most discerning demands with regard to functionality and individual spatial design.
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ANTHEUS
Distinctly elegant
Elegance is an enduring value
The nature of design classics lies in their everlasting modern look. There is something eternal about them,
free from passing trends and solely committed to having the perfect shape. The award-winning designer
Christan Haas has created this masterpiece with the Antheus collection: a complete bathroom with a range
of washbasins, toilets, baths and furniture, where every line makes sense and the materials boast a natural
beauty and durability. A composition that proudly acknowledges the influence of Art Deco and Bauhaus,
classic styles from the beginning of the Golden Twenties. Make your bathroom timeless – with Antheus, the
classic of the future.
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HANSGROHE AXOR
AVANTGARDE IN THE SHOWER
Modern design and refreshingly high-quality products.
If you love beautiful design in the bathroom and recognise the importance of excellent quality, then Hansgrohe shower and
taps are for you.
Discover the wellness benefits of Hansgrohe Showers
At hansgrohe, you will find an abundance of premium products for showers and bathrooms with features such as the
PowderRain Spray feature
In a PowderRain shower, thousands of micro-droplets have been carefully optimised to create the most relaxing shower
experience possible. The result is a spa-like experience in your own home, which is a luxury to be enjoyed every single day.
But don’t just take our word for it, a recent study* found nine out of ten consumers agreed that hansgrohe PowderRain is “the
best shower of all time”.

THE SHOWER. PERFECTION.
Avantgarde in design. Flawless in the room. A captivating water experience. Shower products from AXOR
are an absolute must in the shower. A homage to the precious element of water. Each droplet is sculpted.
Precisely. Bursting with energy, powerful and revitalising. Or soft, enveloping and sensuous. The perfect
designer product for the body. For the mind. For the room. These products transform the shower into a
place that you can truly appreciate. Luxury. Perfection.
AXOR Showers include overhead showers, hand showers, side showers, shower systems and thermostatic
mixers. In many different shapes and sizes. High-quality. Made of metal. With one or more jet types. In
chrome or refined in 15 exclusive AXOR special finishes.
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AXOR SHOWERHEAVEN. UNIQUE. IN EVERY DIMENSION.
Luxury can be improved on. The AXOR Shower Heaven is the new archetype in the shower. With maximum
charisma. And dimension. This provides a great stage for the water.
With this overhead shower, the water undergoes a powerful enactment: from revitalising water jet to
soothing shower rain. Right through to soft PowderRain – the latest AXOR innovation in water design.
Droplets that are precisely distributed. Softly enveloping. A cocoon of water. Perfection.

POWDERRAIN. SOFTLY ENVELOPING. PERFECTION.
Silky rain in the shower. Like a cocoon of water. Soothes the soul. Quietly. Soft, yet powerful. The result of
intensive research. An achievement which was not possible until now: extremely fine silicone nozzles give
the droplets a touch of elegance. Precisely distributed – a unique feeling.
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SHOWERCOLLECTION. HAUTE COUTURE. PERFECTION.
Every element equals luxury squared. Geometric, minimalist design. The AXOR Shower Collection designed
by Philippe Starck is a system. It can be arranged and combined in a variety of ways. Vertically.
Horizontally. Or unconventionally distributed on the wall. With three jet types in the extensive overhead
shower. The shower becomes a customised spa for staging water in a personalised way.
The AXOR Shower Collection includes overhead showers, shower modules, thermostatic mixers, hand
shower, shelves and loudspeaker modules.

TRANSPARENCY. PERFECTION.
Water releases energy. Boldly transforming it into a fascinating shape: AXOR Starck V. With its body made
of crystal glass. A real eye-catcher. With its unmistakably organic, sculptural shape. Revealing a true
spectacle of nature: the water vortex. In all its power and beauty. Vital and original. An audacious idea.
Perfection.
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ROMAN SHOWERS
Roman has been designing and manufacturing shower enclosures for over 35 years and is home to popular
ranges including Decem, Liberty, Innov8, Lumin8, Select Wetroom Systems, Embrace, Collage and Haven.

Decem Shower Enclosures
Latin for 10, the Decem 10mm thick glass range is the ultimate in showering design. The Decem range has
been meticulously designed and engineered by our Roman Design experts.

Innov8 Inward Opening Bi-Fold Door with In-Line Panel
The minimalist and flexible design of this frameless enclosure presents an inclusive design for all users with
its level access entry and no height restriction.
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ACCESSORIES
Zehnder Ribbon Radiator
Like a steel band that wraps around the bathroom radiator, Zehnder Ribbon impresses with its modern
design and practicality. Its oblique rungs are inspired by architectural structures with multiple levels. Large
spaces provide the whole family with plenty of room to hang several towels. This linking of form and function
transforms Zehnder Ribbon into a radiator that invites comfort and class into the bathroom. Available in any
colour and finish from the Zehnder colour chart.
Modern design with diagonal flat tubes
Perfect for drying several towels – ideal for families
Ample spaces between tubes make cleaning easy

Archibald Towel Rail
Move over Jeeves. This eye-catching towel radiator was the winner of the international Design boom
competition in 2007, where the designer, Leo Salzedo, styled it as a tribute to the ultimate butler. Its sleek,
sinuous form will ensure that your towels are served warm and dry. Also available as an electric-only option.

The most important consideration when choosing a heating and cooling system is energy efficiency. Zehnder radiant heating and cooling systems can
save more than 40% in energy compared to other systems. And all with a pleasant indoor climate.
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OUR SERVICES
Frederick J French Fine Bathrooms can offer a Free Virtual Worlds 4D Design where you can see your bathroom brought to life.
Visit our showroom to discover the advantages of seeing your new bathroom renovation in
stunning virtual reality
Walk around your bathroom, open cupboards, turn on virtual taps, see décor change colour, see
how the room looks by day and night and generally have loads of fun.
You can see at a glance what works and what doesn’t in their design and change it on the spot.
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SHOW ROOM AND INSTALLATION
If you are considering a new bathroom installation in Essex, come and visit our showroom in Chelmsford, Essex to see how we can help.
As a well-established local construction company that specialises in fitting commercial washrooms for businesses and other organisations – including local
authorities and schools – we are now bringing our service to you.
Having chosen your new bathroom and seen how it should look with our 4D virtual design service, we want to make sure it all turns out as expected.
What really sets us apart over most bathroom installers is our wealth of experience delivering
high value, complex commercial bathroom and washroom installations. Over the years, our
teams of experienced fitters and tradesmen have honed their skills to become some of the best
in the business, which means you can relax in the knowledge that the work will be completed
properly, and to the highest possible standard of finish.
Arrange an appointment to discuss your bathroom installation today.
In our showroom you can view
•
•
•
•
•

Room sets laid out as you would at home
AXOR Rainforest Room where you can see working demonstrations of our luxury showers and taps
Samples of tiles
Examples of different finishes
Brochures and literature
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HOW TO FIND US
Address
Coval Works,
37 Beehive Lane,
Chelmsford,
Essex,
CM2 9TQ
Tel / email
01245-266966
info@fjfrenchbathrooms.co.uk
Opening Hours
Mon to Sat- 9am to 5.30pm
Weds & Sunday – CLOSED
Parking
Small car park to front and free
roadside parking available
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